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Sonic CD Classic is an Action Game for Android download last version of Sonic CD Classic Apk+ Data for Android from revdl with direct link Time travel to save the world in SEGA's highly acclaimed Sonic platform that introduced Amy Rose and Metal Sonic! Past, present and future clash as Sonic battles to save Amy Rose and restore
the seven Time Stones! Travel through time to dr. Eggman and his fiendish creation, Metal Sonic, to defeat. Sonic CD is part of the SEGA Forever classic games collection, a treasure trove of free SEGA console classics brought to life on mobile! GAME FEATURES - Collect all seven Time Stones dr. Eggman to Defeat and Save Amy
Rose - Time Travel Between the Past, Present, and Future Versions of Every Level - Use Sonic's Spin Dash and Super Peel Out Move To Zoom Around Stages - Clear the Game to Unlock Mile Tails Prower - Sonic CD now features both US and Japanese soundtracks! SEGA FOREVER FEATURES - PLAY FREE - SAVE YOUR GAME
PROGRESSION - RANKINGS - compete with the world for high scores - CONTROLLER SUPPORT: HID compatible controllers - LOAD THEM ALL THE REVIEWS - (9/10) IGN: It's good, Fully featured port for iOS - (5/5) Touch Arcade: Sonic CD is amazing - (4.5/5) 148 Apps: looks and runs perfectly RETRO REVIEWS - Nothing can be
easier to pick up and play. [92%] – Steve White, Mega Action (December 1993) – Sonic CD cracks video entertainment of the highest order. [91%] – Tim Tucker, SEGA Zone #13 (November 1993) Any fan of Sonic will immediately want to get their hands on this. [90%] - Mark Hill, SEGA Pro #25 (November 1993) The most amazing Sonic
adventure to date. [90%] – Vincent Low, Sonic the Comic #15 (December 11, 1993) An excellent platform game with an ingenious gaming structure. [89%] – Paul Mellerick, MEGA #13 (October 1993) Sonic CD is the Hog's best number. [88%] – SEGA Power #48 (November 1993) Sonic CD is the best advertisement for Mega CD yet.
[87%] – Andy Martin, Mega Drive Advanced Gaming #16 (December 1993) Sonic CD is an absolute must for Mega CD owners. [87%] – Julian Rignall, SEGA Magazine #1 (January 1994) Once again, SEGA came up trumps with another big foray into the world of the spiky, blue megastar. [85%] – Mark Smith, SEGA Force Mega #6
(December 1993) Game is as smooth as you'd expect from a Sonic game; the same applies to the graphics. [85%] – Warren Lapworth, Mega Machines #1 (December 1993) TRIVIA – Sonic CD was the first match to let Sonic speak – let Sonic stand still for three minutes to hear him! – The original release of Sonic CD featured a secret
spooky messaging screen that would greet data pirates – Sonic CD features two endings, and was the first in the series to feature full motion video cutting scenes. – European and Japanese versions of the game gave different music to its American counterpart CLASSIC GAME FACTS - Sonic CD first released in Japan on September 23,
1993 - Sonic CD the SEGA CD's best-selling bestseller of all time at 1.5 million copies - The first Sonic game to feature CD-quality Red Book audio - Remastered in 2011 by Christian Whitehead, the man behind Sonic Mania Game apps is ad-supported and no in-app purchases are required to progress; ad-free play option available with
in-app purchase. © SEGA. All rights reserved. SEGA, the SEGA logo, SONIC THE HEDGEHOG and SONIC CD, SEGA Forever and the SEGA Forever logo are registered trademarks or trademarks of SEGA Holdings Co., Ltd. or its affiliates. Sonic CD Classic 2.0.0 Apk + Data for Android was last modified: August 27th, 2020 by RevDl
Fight the past to save the future in this improved recreation of Sonic CD!In order to put an end to Dr. Eggman's nefarious schemes, Sonic should use the power of Little Planet to travel through time; break dr. Eggman's hold on the future by destroying his machines in the past and restoring the missing Time Stones! With 16:9 widescreen
and both US and Japanese soundtracks, experiencing the adventure through time the world introduced to Amy Rose and Eggman's most vicious creation, Metal Sonic.Sonic CD is an explosion on touch screen Android phones and tablets and is also optimized for Xperia™ PLAY devices. Integrated with Immersion Haptic Vibration
Feedback! And With added MOGA compatibility built in, all the jumping and spining is now effortlessly executed!** CHECK OUT THESE OTHER BIG GAMES**• Sonic 4™ Episode I• Super Monkey Ball™ 2: Sakura Ed• ChuChu Rocket! ™• Fallen Realm™ The First to Know! Get within SEGA information about great deals, plus the latest
game updates, tips and more... FOLLOW US: twitter.com/segaLIKE USA: facebook.com/segaVISIT USA: Sonic CD on your big screen TV with MHL. Visit www.meetmhl.com for more information. Attribute external storage Allow to write to external storage such as SD card. Internet Allows to access Internet network. Allow network state
Allows to access information about networks. Access wifi state Can access information about Wi-Fi networks. Vibrate Allows access to the vibrator. Wake lock Allows using PowerManager WakeLocks processor to like sleep or screen of eclipse. com.android.vending.CHECK_LICENSE AppLendent permission. Read external storage Allow
to read from external storage such as SD card. Released in 1993 for the SEGA CD (Mega CD), the Sonic CD has a major highlight. Plus, the outstanding success on the iOS version prompted SEGA to release the Android version of this game. The Sonic CD uses the company's mascot to go on a timeless adventure, fighting not just Dr.
Robotnik, but also with its console version. The game is like the old versions of Sonic of the SEGA and disk systems. With a quick seven-set game, the game comes with a variety of robotic enemies and intense boss battles. Each playset voice with the respective old versions, and the interface is brilliantly designed. Some special sets
inspired 3D effects and an addictive electronic music system J-pop. Sonic CD will not be like any other game with a similar platform of the same era. They still base this release at the core of the previous CD-ROM format, and there are slight changes in the design process. The game is sometimes frustrating and confusing for players, but
with its unique and interesting innovation, the game still attracts millions of downloads into the App Store. With that success, the immediate launch of the Android version soon comes real. With Sonic CD, SEGA will bring you back to your childhood with legendary 8-Bit graphics and familiar play. You will control Sonic to get as many rings
as possible or complete the game quickly with no problems. The game is also simple. You will control the Sonic character to move through many environments. You need to pass levels at high speed and collect rings to overcome obstacles, enemies, and bosses at the end of each stage. Besides entertainment mode, there's also a time-
game option to unlock the tail and up to three different versions per level. The game also integrates competition mode with other players to win high scores. However, with the download to play for free, this game will run ads on your device, you can remove the ad by buying through the store. Sonic CD is rated 4+ by more than 14,000
players to download and play. Background StoryMaybe not everyone has played Sonic games, but they should know well the classic cartoon image of Sonic. This famous blue hedgehog was born more than 20 years ago. During this period there were nearly 100 games with Sonic as the protagonist. One of Sonic's ancient games was
Sonic CD, which quickly became popular among players around the world shortly after its release in 1993, and is still considered a classic. However, because Sonic CD could only run on the SEGA CD console console (an old Sega game console, owned by only 15% of gamers at the time), it didn't receive as much attention as Sonic 1, 2,
3, and Knuckles. Since then, our sonic CD has ported to other platforms several times. It wasported to the computing platform in 1996, and it was transferred to the PS2 and GameCube platforms in 2005. Just a few months ago, Sega released the latest upgraded version of Sonic CD. After this upgrade, the supported platforms extended
to PSN, Steam, iOS, Windows Phone and Android are also indispensable. The official version of Sonic CD, a classic Sonic series launched by SEGA, is now available on the Android platform. The game was first launched on the MD platform in 1993 and is known as the strongest Sonic game. It has an unprecedented sense of the other
Sonic series of games and many hidden elements. Sonic sees a one-year appearance from a small planet on the banks of a lake not far away—a the mysterious world, past, present, and future by the clash of time, hidden away the stone of time. Sonic arrives to discover that the once beautiful world is imprisoned by a twisted metal shell.
His nemesis, Dr. Eggman, came to the Stone of Time, and will be able to control his time! To dr. To stop Eggman's evil plan, Sonic must use the power of the minor planet to travel through time. To dr. To break Eggman's destruction of the future, Sonic will find the lost timestone in the past! In the early 1990s, SEGA was looking for a new
game to compete with rival Nintendo's Super Mario Bros. Programmer Yuji Naka incubating, a simple game with a character in the form of a ball rolling in pipes. The SEGA Company concept of the character is a rabbit with long ears capable of holding and throwing objects to destroy enemies. However, the programmers say giving
characters the ability to hold objects is too complicated to design the game. It slows the pace and makes the game boring. They recommend rolling and using the body as weapons. This idea led to two species of animals, the porcupine and the taut (a shellfish specializing in eating insects). Eventually, SEGA chose the hedgehog and
Sonic the Hedgehog was born. After agreeing to choose the porcupine species, SEGA was confused about naming the great character. Many people believe that the U.S. market knows little about porcupines, so it is necessary to choose a name that is very prominent and different. An engineer on the game development team suggested
Mr. Needlemouse. This is the name of the fence translated from Japanese into English. The Sonic name received a lot of response, Mr. Needlemouse came into anticiprocity until SEGA renamed this project to develop part four of the game in 2019.Sonic CD is a mobile action game. Both Emi Rose and Metal Sonic will appear in the
match. Players collect props and defeat the boss in seven areas, and use the Time Stone to travel through time to save our Amy Rose. The Time Stone used in time must be obtained by the evil dr. Eggman, who has seven dollars, to defeat. In time travel, the difficulties of the level will also vary depending on whether the player travels
through the past or the future. If the player blindly travels through the future, he may encounter more difficult enemies. After it clears the game, the player can unlock the little fox to help the player. As the first game in the series that includes cut scenes, Sonic CD has plenty of hardcore fans. The mobile gaming version this time also
includes U.S. and Japanese soundtracks. For players who love the Sonic series, you might as well remember childhood memories. Some recent smartphone transplants from classic games have been felt disappointingly in the operation, such as Grand Theft Auto 3 and so on. But Sonic CD changed our opinion. The operation method of
the game cannot be simpler. The lower-left corner of the screen is a virtual direction joystick, and the lower right corner is the A key. You don't have to keep clicking on the direction to control Joystick Sonic's actions, but just slide to in a new direction. The problems of the stakes are too high because the speed is so fast. It is often too late
to respond before you see an enemy or obstacle and and in it. Also, it's hard to distinguish between the background and the actual game scene in the game because the game screen with great color blocks is a bit dazzling. But if you play for a while, you'll slowly adjust. Besides, Sonic CD is specially designed for mobile phones. So, if you
want to run it on a tablet, you will be disappointed because after being enlarged, the original pixelated photo becomes a full-screen mosaic. If you've held Sonic games a lot in the past, or you're a player who keeps retro games, then you'll definitely like Sonic CD. The mobile version of Sonic CD is much more portable than previous game
consoles, and you can play it for a while anytime and anywhere. Since there is no Sonic CD specifically designed for tablets, this may be a deduction. The photo quality of the Xbox Live version of Sonic CD has been improved, so the effect is much better when outputing photos on big-screen TV. We hope the Android version can enjoy
the same treatment. Overall, Sonic CD is an excellent game, and it doesn't have very serious problems. If you're a fan of Sonic, then load it now. In this game, the player must control Sonic to collect gold rings to avoid being hurt by the enemy. The gold ring will also exist as a bonus item in the game, and you can get a life for every 100
gold rings collected. Also, there are some disposable items in the game, such as shields, acceleration boots. The game has seven areas; they divide each area into three levels, including two normal levels and a boss battle. The biggest feature of the game is the time commuting system. Sonic may find some signs that say past or future in
the levels and use these signs to travel to the past or the future. To obtain the time stone, the player must collect at least 50 gold rings and find the secret area hidden in the level. There are seven-time stone in the game. Players need to defeat the evil to get them. In time travel, when the player faces the past and the future levels, the
problems will be different. If the player rushes through the future, he could face more enemies. It's Miles Tails Prower to help players after clearing the game. It's quite a chronological game plot. For those of you who haven't heard of Sonic Dash, this is a game whose theme is inspired by the popular cartoon Sonic Boom. That means we'll
recreate the entire environment in the game and the cast of characters from what came from this popular TV show. Besides the meticulous 3D graphics and character options for rushing through each country, Sonic Dash also has a Team Play mode, allowing gamers to challenge three other characters. Not only recreate the standout
features of the predecessor, but Sonic Dash also extends a lot of unique extra features, giving this game blockbuster a not boring look. The exact release date is not yet but it is expected that Sonic Dash will be released soon this year. The game is simple but equally attractive, attractive, through the dizzying speed. The player begins his
pursuit of the towed, towed dr. Eggman and defeat it with all the agility and speed of Sonic and his friends. On the track there will be plenty of obstacles and enemies appearing, players need to overcome them and run as far as possible to set the highest record in the rankings. The control gestures with simple touch gestures swipe left to
right to avoid or swipe on obstacles to jump, avoid ground traps, wipe off to roll into a super speedball to destroy enemies. When the Dash is full of anger at collecting loaded orbs, you can tap the screen twice in a row to activate your character's acceleration. Then destroy all obstacles and be immoral for a few seconds. A Sonic series of
classic games launched by Sega are on the Android platform. The game was first launched on the MD platform in 1993 and is known as the strongest Sonic game. It has an unprecedented sense of the other Sonic series of games and many hidden elements. Sonic CD MOD APK mobile gaming is a very classic and fun mobile game with
a horizontal version of adventure with the theme of anime heroes. This game perfectly restores the story of the sonic boy, Sonic. The story is the childhood memory of many players when they were young. Come on, this exciting journey with the protagonist! protagonist!
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